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MapReduce

deterministic, idempotent tasks

fault-tolerance
elasticity

resource sharing



“The bar for open source software
is at historical low.”



“The bar for open source software
is at historical low.”

i.e. “This is the right time to do grad school.”



iterative machine learning
OLAP

strong temporal locality



Does in-memory computation help
in petabyte-scale warehouses?



Does in-memory computation help
in petabyte-scale warehouses?

YES



Spark

How to do in-memory computation
efficiently in a fault-tolerant way?



Shark

How to do SQL query processing
efficiently in “MapReduce” style

SQL on top of Spark
Hive compatible

(UDF, Type, InputFormat, Metadata)



“You need to beat Hadoop by at least
100X to publish a paper in 2013.”



“You need to beat Hadoop by at least
100X to publish a paper in 2013.”

i.e. “You should’ve come to grad school
2 years earlier.”



Shark

in-memory columnar store
dynamic query re-optimization

and a lot of engineering...
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iterative machine learning

SQL query processing



iterative machine learning

SQL query processing

graph computation



GraphLab on Spark



I spent a day pair-programming
with Joey Gonzalez

and improved performance by 10X.

Not bad for a day of work!



I spent a day pair-programming
with Joey Gonzalez

and improved performance by 10X.

but I later found out that it is still 10X 
slower than the latest version of 

GraphLab :(



A lot of open questions for fault-
tolerant, distributed graph computation.

“MapReduce”?
Data partitioning?
Fault-tolerance?

Asynchrony?



iterative machine learning
www.spark-project.org

SQL query processing
shark.cs.berkeley.edu

graph computation
www.wait-another-year.com


